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Among the questions raised by the theme of Eric Voegelin�s relationship to Christianity, the 
most significant and provocative, it seems to me, is the question of whether Voegelin�s is a 
"Christian philosophy." 

    There can be, I would argue, no clear-cut answer to the question. Voegelin was guarded on the 

question of his religious identity, and he likewise avoided any classification of his overall 

philosophical position, other than to affirm that he was a philosopher�indeed, a "mystic-

philosopher."1 As scholars have shown, one can find passages in Voegelin�s work that do 

appear to read as confessions of the philosophical ultimacy of the Christian vision; but just as 

easily, one can find passages in which Voegelin insists upon the strict impartiality of his work as 

regards any philosophical or religious tradition.2 But perhaps a harmonization of these apparently 

divergent postures can be attained, by considering them as thesis and antithesis of a dialectic that 

attains its synthesis in a higher viewpoint. In this case, the higher viewpoint entails 

understanding what "Christianity," in its most positive connotations, means for the mystic-

philosopher Voegelin. 

    An access to this higher viewpoint may be found in an oft-cited passage from Voegelin�s 

published response to Professor Thomas J. J. Altizer�s review of Voegelin�s The Ecumenic 

Age. Here he writes that his mature life�s work, his massive inquiry into the human history of 

experience and symbolization,  

generalizes the Anselmian fides quaerens intellectum [the process of "faith seeking 

understanding," as formulated by St. Anselm of Canterbury, 1033-1109] so as to include every 

fides, not only the Christian, in the quest for understanding by reason. Even this expansion of the 

fides, however, to all experiences of divine reality in which history constitutes itself, cannot be 

understood to go beyond "Christianity." For it is the Christ of the Gospel of John who says of 

himself: "Before Abraham was, I am" (8:58); and it is Thomas Aquinas who considers the Christ 



to be the head of the corpus mysticum that embraces, not only Christians, but all mankind from 

the creation of the world to its end. In practice this means that one has to recognize, and make 

intelligible, the presence of Christ in a Babylonian hymn, or a Taoist speculation, or a Platonic 

dialogue, just as much as in a Gospel.3 

In this passage, Voegelin expands the horizon of the phenomenon of "Christianity" to the point 

where it is coincident with the horizon of all human experience of the mystery of divine presence 

worldwide. And how does he justify this expansion of the notion of "Christianity"? Drawing on 

the combined authority of St. John�s Gospel and St. Thomas�s theology, Voegelin identifies 

the divine presence in the existence of Jesus as experienced by Jesus himself and his apostles as 

an "extraordinary divine irruption," indeed a "fullness" of "irruption," of the one transcendent 

divine reality in which all human beings have participated and to which all human religious 

experience has been a response.4 In this way the symbol of "the Christ" becomes assimilable to 

the mystery of divine presence per se; and, on this principle, the phenomenon of "Christianity" 

can be claimed by Voegelin�provocatively and heterodoxically�to include all human 

experience of divine reality. 

    I think it worth emphasizing that this is not a case of Christian triumphalism. On the contrary, 

it is a case of mystical ecumenicism. Voegelin is, in this passage, as so often, insisting that the 

revelation of divine presence in the cosmos and in the soul is a universal human phenomenon, 

and that the divine mystery revealed through the teachings, actions, and presence of Jesus isnot a 

different divine mystery than that experienced and attested to by non-Christian and pre-Christian 

peoples. As Voegelin explains to Professor Altizer, in his philosophical endeavors he is 

indeed attempting to "identify" . . . the God who reveals himself, not only in the prophets, in 

Christ, and in the apostles, but wherever his reality is experienced as present in the cosmos and 

in the soul of man. . . . [One can not] let revelation begin with the Israelite and Christian 

experiences when the mystery of divine presence in reality is attested as experienced by man, as 

far back as 20,000 B.C., by the petroglyphic symbols of the paleolithicum.5 

In particular, he reminds us, cosmological cultures�cultures predating the discovery of the 

radical transcendence of divine being, and thus of the Israelite and Christian "God"�must not be 



viewed as "a domain of primitive �idolatry,� �polytheism,� or �paganism,� but [as] 

highly sophisticated fields of mythic imagination, quite capable of finding the proper symbols for 

the concrete or typical cases of divine presence in a cosmos in which divine reality is 

omnipresent."6 Human consciousness, in other words, is always human-divine consciousness; 

divine presence is co-constitutive of human consciousness; and it is illogical, indeed ludicrous, to 

presume that the divine mystery to which the Greek poets and philosophers responded, or 

Babylonian hymn-makers, or Taoist mystics, or Indian gurus, or Sufi poets, is not the divine 

mystery encountered in the form of "an extraordinary divine irruption" in the person of Jesus. As 

Voegelin writes, the "breaking forth" of the divine-human word of truth about ultimate reality 

does not in fact occur as a single manifestation of truth in history but assumes the form of an 

open historical field of major and minor divine-human encounters, widely dispersed in time and 

space over the societies who together are mankind in history. Nevertheless, in spite of the 

pluralistic historical form, what breaks forth in this field is the one truth of the one reality.7 

Voegelin�s mystical ecumenicism enables him to embrace, with a philosophical rigor and 

enthusiasm I have yet to encounter in any other thinker, a truly universal, truly pluralistic vision 

of the ultimate oneness of human participation in divine being and thus of the ultimate oneness 

of human history. And precisely because he recognizes the global process of revelation in history 

as reaching, in the epiphanies flowing from the experiences of Jesus and his apostles, a certain 

limit of differentiation in the human understanding of divine transcendence�a "climactic 

revelation" of the Unknown God, as he has put it�he can claim that the symbol "Christ" and the 

symbol "Christianity" can, in a sense, be seen as equivalent to the eternal divine mystery from 

which and within which all persons have lived.8 

    This, then, is the mystical higher viewpoint on "Christianity" that synthesizes Voegelin�s 

comments suggesting a certain philosophical ultimacy to the Christian vision and his insistence 

on his own scientific impartiality and universalism. This is, as I have said, a heterodox view, and 

would likely be condemned as heretical by an enormous majority of ecclesiastical authorities.9 

My own response to it, however, has been to find that, whenever I am once again overwhelmed 

by the arrogant exclusivism or myopic literalism of the Christian churches, not to mention their 

suffocating disregard of their own origins in the actual experiences of Jesus and his apostles, it is 



Voegelin�s diagnostic and therapeutic mysticism that manages, once again, to redeem for me 

"Christianity�s" essential message of redemption. 
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